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Sexual Reality
Synopsis

Sexual Reality marks Susie Bright's return to politics and passion, jealousy and risk - in an intimate look at the human sexual condition. Chapters include: "The Story of O Birthday Party", "Strip Tea: A Most Unusual Tea Party", "Undressing Camille Paglia", "Egg Sex: Pregnancy and a Mother's Sex Life", "Blindsexual: What Every Bisexual Needs to Know", and "When 'No' Means 'I Didn't Know It Would Be Like This'". Erica Jong says: "Susie Bright is the genuine article; she proves the point that the muse screws, that all creativity is sexual, and that the juiciest people write the most delectable books."
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Customer Reviews

"To be blunt, women hungry for sexy masculinity find men either unattractive workaholics or pathetic apologists for the male condition."This excerpt from Susie Bright's essay "A Good Butch is Hard To Find" could easily be taken as an attack on men, but to the enlightened reader it's a shiny nugget in another fascinating work by the inimitable Susie Bright. In this collection, which is celebrating twenty years of being in print, Susie presents an eclectic mix of essays gleaned from various personal and professional happenings in her life. From a unexpected turn of events on her thirtieth birthday party; to a tea party with submissive male servers; to a fascinating interview with dissident feminist Camille Paglia, Susie Bright covers all of the bases (and most of the outfield and bleachers) in her analysis of modern sexuality. One interesting essay from the 90's has Susie delving into the then-cutting-edge world of virtual reality, and it's fascinating to see how optimistic and starry-eyed
we were at the advent of such potentially life-altering technology. However, twenty years later, it's interesting to note how little we've advanced in this area; despite our enthusiasm for progress we're really still in the early stages of exploration. It's that essay, ironically, that provides an interesting context and commentary on the state of sexuality in 2012. The struggles, conflicts, and issues that existed 20 years ago are still prevalent in society; despite the optimism of the early 90's, we're still engaged in the same battles in terms of acceptance, fairness, and definition of social sexual norms.
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